
Connect, Collect, and 
Visualize your Data  

 

HMI/SCADA and IoT Edge to Cloud Solution 



The Challenge 

Many applications lack a complete full SCADA solution to enable monitoring of 

machines, equipment, process, smart I/O, and PLCs in remote and local 

locations. 

And if you do find an solution, it often requires non-reoccurring engineering cost 

that can add up! So many organizations are faced with creating their own 

solution with products that only amount to a programmer toolkit. 

The Solution 

Introducing a HMI/SCADA and IoT Edge Solution that offers an unparalleled 

scalability for any project, whether robust SCADA for multiple sites, or a way to 

visualize data from low-end edge and embedded devices - acquire data from any 

device and make it secure and available anytime without programing – just 

configure and connect!  

Wonderware InTouch Edge HMI  

InTouch Edge HMI is a highly scalable, flexible software that provides the tools for 

everything from advanced HMI/SCADA applications to small-footprint embedded 

applications. The rich feature set enables users to create intuitive, secure, and 

highly maintainable HMI/SCADA applications for any industry. InTouch Edge HMI 

offers everything required to connect to almost any PLC or controller, create 

remote HMI applications (for web, Smartphone, or tablet), and develop for a 

variety of operating systems.  

AVEVA Insight 

Insight is a secure, managed solution for collecting, storing, visualizing, and 

analyzing industrial data for faster, smarter business decisions. It consolidates 

disparate data for complete visibility into how your operation is  performing, and 

enables users to access data and information from anywhere.  

 
“Initially  we thought we would give it just to the night-shift operators, but within days the 

supervisor wanted it, the device calibration contractor wanted it, the maintenance team 

wanted it… this software reminds me of Apple… it’s like voodoo, it just works.” 

 Tim Beals 

 SCADA Advisor 

 LINN Energy 



Acquiring Data from Any 
Devices Securely and Making 
It Available Anywhere, Anytime 

ITEH-NS-17U   ITEH 2017 IDE+Full RT Unlimited tags, Unlimited Thin Clients  

 Insight 500 Tags, 5 named users, any combination of clients 

(Insight or Insight Mobile) 

 Customer First Standard - One year software maintenance/

support program 

Dream Reports  Automated reporting software (10 Tag)  

Topview or WIN-911 Alarm & notification software (5 tag) or (90 days) 

Options:  

 Panel PC with or without display  

 Mobile devices 

 

 Advantech box 

 Moxa Gateway 

 



Is this solution right for you? 

 Prefer hardware agnostic HMI? 

 Want to view an HMI on any iOS, Android, or Windows 

device and reduce travel to remote locations? 

 Need a cost-effective SCADA System from advanced HMI 

to small footprint with robust set of tools? 

 Looking for an easy-to-use conversion tool to upgrade 

older PanelViews and get your data up to the cloud? 

 Require seamless integration with Allen Bradley PLCs? 

 

For four decades, Logic, Inc. - Wonderware Great Plains (a sole source provider)  

has offered local industrial automation sales, support, and training in HMI, 

SCADA, Historian, and OEE/MES solutions. We are committed to offering 

solutions that fit your application space.   

Don’t pass up this opportunity to collect, connect, visualize, and analyze data 

with this complete SCADA/HMI and IoT solution.  


